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Abbreviations
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Shore Centre
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Ship Handling Simulator
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Swedish Maritime Administration
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Sea Traffic Managemente
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TeamSpeak

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

VDO

AIS VHF data-link own-vessel report

VHW

Water speed and heading

VHF

Very High Frequency (in the literal sense, with “Marine VHF radio” understood)

VoIP

Voice over IP

VPN

Virtual Private Network

VSD

Voyage Static Data

VTG

Course over ground and ground speed

ZDA

Time and date
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Abstract
This document lists the interfaces and its functionalities to be implemented into a ship handling
simulator’s simulation management software to allow connection with the STM Validation’s
European Maritime Simulator Network – for a common ground truth exchange and proper
connection of the test equipment. Thereby, these interfaces are mainly based on the following
existing standards and recommendations, sometimes with a slight modification or
enhancement:


IEEE Std 1278.1-1995 Standard for Distributed Interactive Simulation



SISO-REF-010-2015 Enumerations for Simulation Interoperability



IEC 61162-1:2010 Maritime navigation and radio communication equipment
and systems – Digital interfaces (contains public sentences of NMEA 0183
Standard)



ITU-R M.1371-5 Technical characteristics for an automatic identification system
using time division multiple access in the VHF maritime mobile frequency band



SN.1/Circ.289 Guidance on the use of AIS application-specific messages

In summary, for a common ground truth exchange in the EMSN, the so called DIS-Interface to
the multicast EMSN-VPN must be capable to read and write the following messages:


Entity State PDU

only speed, position, orientation, type, entity
markings and entity appearance are used



Start/Resume PDU



Stop/Freeze PDU



Transmitter PDU

For AIS-Exchange



Receiver PDU

For AIS-Exchange



Signal PDU

For AIS-Exchange



Data PDU

For Centralised Data Tracking



Data Query PDU

For Centralised Data Tracking

EMSN-specific conventions on entity types and AIS-Exchange must be respected.
To allow a proper connection of the STM Validation test equipment to the EMSN, the following
interfaces must be provided per simulator bridge (NMEA/AIS-Interface):


Output (from simulator to equipment)
-

GGA

Global positioning system (GPS) fix data

-

VDO

AIS VHF data-link own-vessel report

-

VDM

AIS VHF data-link message

-

VHW

Water speed and heading
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-

VTG

Course over ground and ground speed

-

ZDA

Time and date

Input (from equipment to simulator)
-

ABM

AIS addressed binary and safety related message

-

BBM

AIS broadcast binary message

-

VSD

Voyage Static Data

Thus, at least the following AIS Messages must be exchanged within the EMSN:


AIS Message 1,2,3:

Position reports



AIS Message 5:

Static and Voyage related data



AIS Message 6:

Addressed Binary Message



AIS Message 8:

Binary broadcast message



AIS Message 12:

Safety related addressed message



AIS Message 14:

Safety related broadcast message

In case of messages 6 and 8 the interface must be capable to read and write at least the
application specific messages Fl 0 Text using 6-bit ASCII, FI 27 Route information – broadcast,
FI 28 Route information – addressed and AIS Route Message (see draft in Annex 4.1) as
specified in ITU-R M.1371-5 and SN.1/Circ.289 respectivly.
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1 Introduction
(Cit. http://www.stmvalidation.eu)
The main goal of this specification is to achieve a technical stable and proven approach, which
is easy, cost effective, manufacturer-independent as well as fast to implement. This is essential
for the project, since it has a very ambitious timeline which limits additional development of
new technologies to provide the needed simulation network. The Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS) is chosen as underlying communication protocol to support the simulation
data exchange between connected simulators.
Key benefits are:


International standard protocol for simulation networks (IEEE 1278)



Open standard with no licence costs



Very simple infrastructural requirements



Easy to implement (if not available already)



No need to open up existing proprietary simulator software to others



Already covers all requirements for STM Validation



Supported by a variety of proven COTS tools for maintenance, support and analysis

Beside of the transport of simulation data the EMSN has also to support voice communication
and the distribution of STM Validation data. The EMSN is based on public internet resources
protected by the tunnelling mechanism of virtual private networks (VPN).
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2 European Maritime Simulator Network (EMSN)
2.1 Network topology
The primary purpose of the EMSN is to gain experience with STM’s features and to understand
how involved persons and institutions deal with its capabilities. This shall be done in a
simulated environment, which saves times and costs and has no environmental impact. The
EMSN consists of several ship handling simulators (SHS) spread across European locations.
In order to enable a sufficient realistic evaluation of STM’s capabilities a minimum set of
services has to be established with the EMSN:


Exchange of simulation data: Consists primarily of published entity data which
represents the participating simulated ships (ground truth).



Exchange of voice communication data: Emulates real world radio communication
(VHF) between SHSs among each other and between them and the SC.



Exchange of STM data: Shall provide the exchange of data between STM
equipment established on each SHS and SC.

The services are provided in IP (sub) networks and enable the EMSN participants to join in a
corporate simulated exercise. The service networks are realized as Virtual Private Networks
(VPN). For that purpose, VPN tunnels are established between the EMSN participants that
provide confidential and authenticated links with integrity over the public internet. Virtual private
networks may be realized with different topologies. The topology chosen for the EMSN is called
hub-and-spoke topology. It is a variation of so called site-to-site VPNs that connects multiple
sites with intranets to a joined virtual private intranet.

One or several sites form the hub. All other sites (spokes) establish VPN tunnels only with the
hub. There are no tunnels between the spoke sites. The hub – in a hub-and-spoke topology –
represents a single point of failure because it would cut the data links between all sites in case
of malfunction. Since the EMSN is not a high availability system a simplified concept of failover
is acceptable to ensure an operational readiness of the EMSN. A failure of the hub shall be
compensated by providing a backup hub site that can act as a substitute for the failing hub.
Figure 1 illustrates the VPN topology of the EMSN.
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Figure 1: VPN topology of the EMSN

2.2 Site Topology
The network topology of each site follows Figure 2. Each site is connected with the internet by
a VPN router which establishes the virtual EMSN subnets between hubs and spokes. The
service components providing distribution of simulation and voice data are connected with the
VPN router.
The simulation management systems are considered to be manufacturer-specific. Therefore,
the widespread Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocol is introduced in order to
provide a corporate mechanism for distribution of simulation data and to hide proprietary
simulation protocols. If a SHS does not support the DIS protocol an additional DIS gateway
has to be installed that transforms proprietary simulation protocols to the DIS protocol and vice
versa according to the specifications made in section 3.1.
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Figure 2: Topology of the VPN sites
The DIS PDUs are distributed by User Datagram Protocol (UDP) multicast. In the context of
EMSN each site represents a single multicast domain which means that DIS PDUs are not
automatically distributed within the EMSN.
To overcome this problem the router devices must support multicast over VPN. Due to the fact,
that the Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) protocol used for VPN connections supports unicast
IP only, Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) is used to encapsulate the multicast protocol
data. Finally, the data is secured by IPsec in a VPN. The functional chain comprising the
simulator and the DIS gateway are present at all sites. At SHS sites it is used to exchange
simulated ship data with other sites. Furthermore, one of the sites has to take the simulation
manager role. An obvious candidate for that could be the main hub.
Voice is distributed by Voice over IP (VoIP). This is a well-known use case for VPNs and in
principle done outside the manufacturer-specific simulation management, so this will not be
explained in more detail here. As the STM data distribution, e.g. for route exchange, is done
outside the EMSN, these interfaces will not be considered in this document as well.
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2.3 Subnets
With reference to the different applications, protocols and their complexity, once two groups of
subnets were defined in general. With regard to current agreement and configuration, only one
subnet is in use for the exchange of DIS data as well as for TeamSpeak VoIP data.
Figure 3 shows the main structure of the subnet with connected VPN sites and Table 12
defines the individual subnet address for each simulator site. Note that the third octet of the IP
addresses contains the site IDs as defined in Table 12 in chapter 3.1.3.

Figure 3: Subnets in the EMSN
The configurations of the hub and spoke routers define further internal IP addresses in order
to cover the needed functionality, e.g. multicast groups, tunnel interfaces etc. These can be
found exemplarily within the published sample configurations. For administrative reasons, it is
recommended to configure each router with external IP 10.84.1NN.254 with NN representing
the respective site ID.

2.4 Data tracking
In order to enable a centralised data tracking and storing a tracking application will be set up
at one network site which is able to send and receive PDUs using an own Application ID. The
tracking tool itself is not further detailed in this specification but relies on the outlined PDU
communication. Figure 4 shows the proposed data flow between the ship handling simulators
and the tracking application.
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Two different PDU types are applied to exchange information between each site and the
tracking application which are described in detail in section 3.1.2. For the transmission of
simulation parameters from each site to the tracking application the Data PDU will be used.
Thereby, each simulation site sends a Data PDU for each DIS entity to the tracking tool at
regular time intervals which contains all relevant parameters that should be tracked. The
tracking tool is able to capture these PDUs and to transfer the data into a data base. Vice
versa, the Data Query PDU will be used to enable an information transfer from tracking tool to
all sites and thereby allowing a kind of remote control function for data tracking.

Figure 4: Network integration

2.5 Internet Access Point
The internet access point should provide a static IP address which will be used as the router’s
internet interface. The requirements for the internet bandwidth are as follows.




At spoke sites:
uplink:

min. 2 Mbit/s

downlink:

min. 2 Mbit/s

At hub sites:
uplink:

min. 25 Mbit/s

downlink:

min. 5 Mbit/s
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In the case of DSL connections, it is not required to use SDSL. ADSL would be sufficient if the
required bandwidths in up and downlink can be achieved.

2.6 Network Devices
Following features must be provided by suitable routers:


VPN



Multicast over VPN



Remote management

Recommendation for router devices (refer to /ROUTER/):


Cisco 881 Integrated Service Router

2.7 Tools
Monitoring and administration of the EMSN is done with assistance of network management
tools included in the router delivery. For inspection of network packets the widespread and
freely available tool /WIRESHARK/ is used and recommended.
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3 Simulator interfaces
To participate in STM simulation runs within the EMSN the local simulators must provide two
different interfaces which are shown in Figure 5. For the distribution of simulation data
according to DIS protocol a unified DIS Interface has to be established on each simulator in
the first step. The essential requirements for this interface will be descripted in section 3.1. The
validation of STM concepts within EMSN requires an integration of additional STM equipment
which currently consists of a modified ECDIS (M-ECDIS). Since this equipment must be able
to exchange data with the local simulator an NMEA Interface is needed which will be specified
in section 3.2. It is assumed that it is the task of the simulator manufacturer to enable the
interface between ship handling simulator and STM equipment.

Figure 5: Overview of required simulator interfaces

3.1 DIS Interface
Cit. [/DIS/], page 1, chapter 1.1 Scope
“This standard defines the data messages, known as PDUs that are exchanged on a network
between simulation applications. The messages are organized within specified domains called
protocol families. The protocol families included in this standard include Entity
Information/Interaction, Warfare, Logistics, Simulation Management, Distributed Emission
Regeneration, Radio Communications, Entity Management, Minefield, Synthetic Environment,
Simulation Management with Reliability, Live Entity Information/Interaction, and Non-Real
Time.”

3.1.1 Protocol data units for exercise data exchange
In the context of the EMSN only a subset of DIS PDUs have to be supported in order to achieve
the EMSN’s goals. The mandatory PDUs are as follows:


Entity State,



Start / Resume,
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Stop / Freeze,



Transmitter,



Receiver,



Signal,



Data,



Data Query.

While the Entity State PDU contains the position and orientation of an entity the PDUs
Start/Resume and Stop/Freeze are necessary for Simulation Management. Since AIS
communication has not been standardized in DIS yet, an alternative way had to be found to
simulate AIS functionalities. It is proposed to use the Transmitter PDU, Receiver PDU and
Signal PDU of DIS for that. Furthermore, to enable centralized data gathering, an exchange of
Data and Data Query PDUs shall be implemented to EMSN (see section 3.1.2).
Actually, each simulator centre has its own internal ”Simulation Management” as part of the
respective simulator installation and creates objects according to manufacturer specific
implementations.
The PDU header shall contain at least the information descripted in Table 1.

(ref. [/DIS/], chap. 5.2.24, 5.2.29; /DIS-ENUM/)
Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

Config. EMSN

Exercise identifier

Shall specify the exercise to which the
PDU pertains

Protocol version

Shall specify the version of protocol
used in this PDU

“5”: IEEE 1278.1_1995
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Annex A.1)

PDU type

Shall indicate the type of PDU that
follows

“1”: Entity State
“13”: Start/Resume
“14”: Stop/Freeze
“25”: Transmitter
“26”: Signal
“27”: Receiver
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/] , Annex A.2)

Protocol family

Family of protocols to which the PDU
belongs

“1”: Entity Information / Interaction (for Entity State
PDU)
“4”: Radio Communication (for Signal, Transmitter
PDU)
“5”: Simulation Management (for Start/Resume,
Stop/Freeze PDU)
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Annex A.3)

Timestamp

Shall specify the time that the data in
the PDU was generated

PDU Length

Shall specify the length of the PDU,
including the PDU header itself

Table 1: PDU header
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Those PDUs which are mandatory for simulation are described in detail in the following
sections.
3.1.1.1 Entity State PDU
Further Information: [/DIS/], chap. 4.5.2.1, 5.3.3.1
The Entity State PDU is used to transmit information about an entity’s position and orientation.
In contrast to the issuing procedure laid out in /DIS/, Dead Reckoning shall not be used within
EMSN and instead an Entity State PDU shall be issued in the following cases:


A predetermined length of real-world time has elapsed since the last Entity State PDU
was issued (Transmitting frequency in case of EMSN: 1 Hz) or



an entity will leave the simulation environment.

The Entity State PDU must contain at least the information shown in Table 2.

Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

Config. EMSN

PDU header

See above

Entity ID

Shall identify the entity issuing the PDU and shall contain:

Acc. to Table 12

-ID Site
-ID Application
-ID Entity
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 b)
Force ID

Shall identify the force to which the issuing entity belongs
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 c)

Number of
Articulation
Parameters

Shall specify the number of articulation parameters required for the
specification of the presence and state of all articulated parts

Entity Type

Shall identify the entity type to be displayed by other simulation
applications

“1” as there are no different
forces in EMSN
“0”

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 d)

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 e)
Alternative Entity
Type

Shall identify the entity type to be displayed by members of other
forces

Entity Linear
Velocity

Shall specify an entity’s linear velocity by using an Linear Velocity
Vector record (X,Y,Z)

Acc. to Table 13
Note: Current entity allocation
in EMSN differs from /DISENUM/
Identical to Entity Type

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 g)
Entity Location

Entity Orientation

Shall specify an entity’s physical location in the simulated world in
World Coordinates according to the geometric center of entity’s
bounding volume excluding its articulated and attached parts (X,Y,Z)

Geometric centre of entity’s in
EMSN:

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 h, 1.3.2)

LOA/2

BOA/2

Shall specify an entity’s orientation represented by an Euler
Angles record (Psi, Theta, Phi)
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 i)

Entity Appearance

Shall specify the dynamic changes to the entity’s appearance attributes
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 j)

Shall be used for exchange of
information regarding Lights &
Shapes
(see section 3.1.1.2)
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Dead reckoning
parameters

Shall provide the following parameters for dead reckoning the
position and orientation of the entity
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 k)

Entity Markings

Shall identify any unique markings on an entity
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 l)

Dead Reckoning shall not be
used in EMSN. The Entity state
PDU instead shall be issued
with a constant frequency of 1
Hertz.
Shall contain the ship name
(first 11 letters as 8-bit
enumerations)
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.2.15)
Note: The Entity Markings field
shall represent only the ship
name, on the instructor the
Side ID as well as ship name
shall be displayed for each
entity.

Capabilities

Currently not used

Shall specify the entity’s capabilities
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.3.1 m)

Table 2: Entity state PDU

3.1.1.2 Lights & Shapes (Extension for STM-V)
To enable proper testing during nights and restricted visibility conditions as well as to properly
exchange information about the navigational status, the exchange of Lights & Shapes shall be
included – at least for ownships. Therefore the Entity Appearance field in Entity State PDU and
an extended Entity Appearance record (32-bit record) shall be used (cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.2.12).
The Entity appearance record represents the navigational code of the vessel (e.g. Not under
command) which should be expressed by a combination of different lights or shapes. For
transmission free bit sections of the record are used. The structure of the extended Entity
Appearance record is descripted in Table 3.

(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 16.11.1.1.3)
Name

Bits

Description

Comment

Paint Scheme

0

Describes the visual paint design

Not used

Mobility Killed

1

Describe whether it is capable of moving on ist own
power

Not used

Damage

3-4

Describes the damaged appearance

Not used

Is Smoke Emanating

5

Describes whether or not smoke is emanating from the
entity

Not used

Is Engine Emitting Smoke

6

Describes whether or not the engine is emitting smoke

Not used

Wake Size

7-8

Describes the size of the wake trailing effect

Not used

Running Lights On

12

Describes whether running lights are on or off

Shall be used for
navigation lights “power
driven vessel underway”
(COLREG 23)

Is flaming

15

Describes whether the entity is burning and flames are
visible

Not used

Navigational lights

16-18

Describes if additional navigational lights are set:
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0: None
1: Not under command/Aground (red/red)
2: Restricted ability to maneuver (red/white/red)
3: Constrained by her draught (red/red/red)
4: Fishing with Trawler (green/white)
5: Fishing (red/white)
6: Pilot (white/red)
7: Anchor (white)
Is frozen

21

Describes whether the entity is frozen and should not be
dead reckoned

Not used

Power plant on

22

Describes whether the power plant is on or off

Not used
Not used

State

23

Describes whether the entity is active or deactivated

Navigational shapes

24-26

Describes if additional navigational shapes are set:
0: None
1: Not under command (Ball/Ball)
2: Restricted ability to maneuver (Ball/Diamond/Ball)
3: Constrained by her draught (Cylinder)
4: Fishing with or without Trawler (Cone down/Cone up)
5: Aground (ball/ball/ball)
7: Anchor (ball)

Spot lights on

28

Describes whether spot lights are on or off

Not used

Interior lights on

29

Describes whether interior lights are on or off

Can be used for deck
light

Table 3: Extended Entity Appearance record for transmission of fixed navigational codes
In case, individual light or shape combinations are set on the bridge, which do not match a
valid navigational code, the corresponding light or shape information field shall be set to “0:
None”.
3.1.1.3 Start / Resume PDU
Further Information: [/DIS/], chap. 4.5.5.4.3, 5.3.6.3
The Start/Resume PDU shall be issued when simulation management starts or resumes the
current exercise to initiate an entity’s participation. If a simulator has received a Start/Resume
PDU concerning to a specific entity it should set entity state from “stopped/frozen” to
“simulated”. Deviating from /DIS/ the following rules shall be valid for Start/Resume PDU
issuance:


If an simulation application receives a Start/Resume PDU it shall change the entity
state immediately (instead at a certain real world time),



The simulation application shall only be capable to receive and read a Start / Resume
PDU from simulation management, but shall not send out this PDU by itself when an
exercise was started/resumed locally.

It is up to the manufacturers to provide an additional functionality (i.e. by using a separate
button) in the simulation application which allows to send out Start/Resume PDUs in cases it
might be explicitly requested.
The following information must be available in the Start/Resume PDU (Table 4).
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Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

PDU header

See above

Config. EMSN

Originating Entity ID

Shall specify the originating entity, consists of Site ID, Application ID,
Entity ID
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.3)

Receiving Entity ID

Shall specify the receiving entity, consists of Site ID, Application ID,
Entity ID
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.3)

Real-World Time

Shall specify the real-world time (UTC) at which the entity is to
start/resume in the exercise to enable a synchronous start/resume of
exercise
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.3 b)

Simulation Time

Shall specify the simulation time in UTC at which the entity will
start/resume in the exercise
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.3 c)

Request ID

Shall identify the start/resume request being made by the simulation
management, starting from “1”
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.3 d)

Table 4: Start / Resume PDU
3.1.1.4 Stop / Freeze PDU
Further Information: [/DIS/], chap. 4.5.5.4.4, 5.3.6.4
The Stop/Freeze entity should be issued when simulation management stop or froze a current
exercise to change an entity state from simulated to stop/frozen. For the implementation of
Stop/Freeze PDU the same deviations from /DIS/ as laid out in section 3.1.1.3 shall be valid.
The PDU must contain at least the information shown in Table 5.
Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

Config. EMSN

PDU header

See above

Originating Entity ID

Shall specify the originating entity, consists of ID Site, ID Application,
ID Entity
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.4)

Receiving Entity ID

Shall specify the receiving entity, consists of ID Site, ID Application,
ID Entity
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.4)

Real-world time

Shall specify the real-world time (UTC) at which the entity is to
stop/freeze in the exercise to enable a synchronous stop/freeze of
exercise
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.4 b)

Reason

Shall specify the reason that an entity or exercise was
stopped/frozen

Currently not used

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.4 c)
Frozen Behavior

Shall specify the internal behavior of the simulation and its
appearance while frozen to the other participants of the exercise
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.4 d)

Request ID

Shall identify the start/resume request being made by the simulation
management, starting from “1”
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.6.4 e)

Table 5: Stop / Freeze PDU
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Currently not used

3.1.1.5 Transmitter PDU
Further Information: [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1; /DIS-ENUM/; /AIS/
The Transmitter shall represent the transmitting device on board of a platform and define the
device type as well as the device state and the signal’s transmission attributes (frequency,
bandwidth, transmitted power, etc.). The PDU shall be issued at defined time intervals. Since
AIS is specified to send signals on two parallel frequency channels (161.975 MHz and 162.025
MHz, cf. /AIS/), for each correctly installed transmitter two Transmitter PDUs must be sent, one
for each frequency.
The Transmitter PDU shall at least contain the following data listed in Table 6:

Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

PDU header

See above

Entity ID

Shall identify the sending entity

Config. EMSN

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 b)
Radio ID

o Shall identify the radio within sending entity,
starting with Radio ID 1
o Entity ID and Radio ID together uniquely identify a
particular radio
o Remark: Transmitters and Receiver share a pool
of IDs
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 c)

Radio Entity Type

o Shall indicate the radio type that is simulated
o Contained parameters:
- Entity Kind
- Domain
- Country
- Category
- Nomenclature Version
- Nomenclature
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 d)

Entity Kind: “7” (Radio)
Domain: “3” (Surface)
Country: “0” (Other)
Category:”0” (since there is no specific
value defined for an AIS transmitter)
o Nomenclature Version: shall be allowed
to be set to “0”
o Nomenclature: shall be allowed to be set
to “0”
o
o
o
o

(cf. /DIS-ENUM/)
Radio Transmit State

Shall specify the actual state of the radio
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 e)

“0”: Off
“1”: On but not transmitting
“2”: On and transmitting
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.1.2)

Radio Input Source

Antenna Location

Shall specify source of the radio input

“0”: Other

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 4.5.7.2.1 e)

(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.1.3)

Shall specify location of the antenna in world
coordinates represented by an Antenna Location
record (X,Y,Z)
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.2.3 / 5.3.8.1 g)

Relative Antenna
Location

Shall specify the location of the antenna within the
entity-relative coordinate system represented by an
Entity Coordinate Vector (X,Y,Z)
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.2.3 / 5.3.8.1 g)

Antenna Pattern Type
Antenna Pattern
Length
Transmit Frequency

Shall specify the type of representation used for the
radiation pattern from the antenna
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 h)
Shall specify the length in octets of the Antenna
Pattern Parameters field
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 i)

“0”: Omni-directional

Shall contain the center frequency that is used by
this radio for transmissions (in units of hertz)

Radio 1: “161975000” Hz
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(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.1.6)
Set to “0”

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 j)

Radio 2: “162025000” Hz
(cf. [/AIS/], Annex 7, 4.2.1)

Transmit Frequency
Bandwidth

For identification of the radio’s bandpass

“25000” Hz

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 k)

(cf. [/AIS/], Annex 1, 5)

Transmit Power

Specifies the average power being transmitted (in
units of decibel-milliwatts)

“40.0” dB mW

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 l)
Modulation Type

Shall specify the type of modulation used for radio
transmission
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 m)

Crypto System

Shall identify the crypto equipment utilized if such
equipment

“0”: No Encryption Device
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.1.4)

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 n)
Crypto Key ID

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 o)

Currently not used

Modulation Parameter
Length

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.1 q)

Currently not used

Table 6: Transmitter PDU
3.1.1.6 Receiver PDU
Further Information: [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.3; /DIS-ENUM/
The Receiver PDU shall represent the receiving device on board of a platform. Since the
receiver device is not required for distributing data on DIS and the receiving application must
not contain any radio transmission simulation but instead just process received PDUs, it is not
required to send Receiver PDUs. Still, for a correct simulation the device’s state should be
distributed. The Receiver PDU shall at least contain valid data within the fields defined in Table
7.

Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

PDU header

See above

Entity ID

Shall identify the sending entity

Config. EMSN

(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.3 b)
Radio ID

o Shall identify radio within entity, starting with Radio ID
1
o Entity ID and Radio ID together uniquely identify a
particular radio
o Remark: Transmitters and Receiver share a pool of
IDs
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.3 c)

Receiver State

Shall indicate the state of the receiver
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.3 d)

“0”: Off
“1”: On but not receiving
“2”: On and receiving
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap.8.1.12)

Table 7: Receiver PDU
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3.1.1.7 Signal PDU
Further Information: [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.2; /DIS-ENUM/
The Signal PDU shall represent a single radio transmission and shall be issued when an AIS
message is send. The exchange of at least the following messages in VDM format must be
provided within the EMSN network: (cf. IEC 61162-1, chapter 8.3; [/AIS/], Annex 8)


AIS Message 1,2,3: Position reports



AIS Message 5:

Static and Voyage related data



AIS Message 6:

Addressed Binary Message including at least DAC/FI
0/0: Text using 6-bit ASCII (cf. [/AIS/], Table 25)
0/28: Route Information (cf. [/SN/], Table 13.2)
tbd/tbd: AIS Route Message (see draft in Annex 4.1)



AIS Message 8:

Binary broadcast message including at least FI
0: Text using 6-bit ASCII (cf. [/AIS/], Table 26)
27: Route Information (cf. [/SN/], Table 13.1)



AIS Message 12:

Safety related addressed message



AIS Message 14:

Safety related broadcast message

The messages must refer to the transmitter which is the source of the signal. For transmitting
binary encoded AIS messages, the Signal PDU is set to contain application specific data. In
the Data field a unique identifier for the application (i.e. AIS) is contained which is followed by
the actual AIS data. Therefore, the Signal PDU shall at least contain valid data within the
following fields shown in Table 8.

Information

Definition acc. /DIS/

PDU header

See above

Config. EMSN

Entity ID

For identification of the sending entity
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.2 b)

Radio ID

o Identification of the radio within an entity, starting
with Radio ID 1
o Entity ID and Radio ID together uniquely identify a
particular radio
o Remark: Transmitters and Receiver share a pool of
IDs
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.2 c)

Encoding Scheme

o Specifies the encoding used in the Data field of
this PDU
o Shall contain the following values:
- Encoding Class: the two most significant bits;
Bits 14 - 15
- Encoding Type: the 14 least significant bits; Bits
0 - 13
(cf. [/DIS/], chap.5.3.8.2 d)
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o Encoding Class: “2” (Application-Specific
Data)
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.2.1.1)
o Encoding Type: “0” (because the
Encoding Class is not encoded audio and
the TDL type is “0”)
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 5.3.8.2 d)

TDL Type

Shall specify the TDL Type

“0” (Other, since the transmitted data is not
a TDL message)

(cf. [/DIS/], chap.5.3.8.2 e)

(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.2.2)
Sample Rate
Data Length

Shall specify the data rate in bits per second for data
transmissions
(cf. [/DIS/], chap.5.3.8.2 f)
o Shall specify the number of bits of digital data
being sent in this Signal PDU
o field must be 32-bits larger than the actually
transmitted data because the first 32-bits of the
Data field must be used to specify the User
Protocol ID as defined in section i
(cf. [/DIS/], chap.5.3.8.2 g)

Samples

Shall specify the number of samples in this PDU
(cf. IEEE 1278.1_1995 5.3.8.2 h)

“0” (since the transmitted data is not
encoded audio)
(cf. [/DIS/], chap. 5.3.8.2 h)

Data

Shall specify the data transferred by the radio
transmission, must contain the following Data:
- User Protocol ID: first 32-bits
- Data (remainder of field)
(cf. [/DIS/], chap.5.3.8.2 i)

o User Protocol ID: “1371” (Automatic
Identification System)
(cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], chap. 8.2.3)
o Data: encoded AIS message

Table 8: Signal PDU

3.1.2 Protocol data units for centralised data tracking
The following chapters describe the enhancements of the DIS interface that must be
implemented to each simulator to enable a centralised data tracking in EMSN.
Table 9 gives an overview of the simulation parameters that shall be tracked for each DIS
entity, including the range and accuracy that must be provided at least. In principle, the data
tracking shall be provided for both, ownships (OS) and traffic ships (TS). As not all information
is available for traffic ships, the marked parameters shall be tracked for ownships only. The
specifications for range and accuracy are based on /AIS/ Annex 8 section 3.1. In case of
multiple engines, thrusters or rudders the related parameters are needed for each unit.
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Category

Parameter

Range

Accuracy

Quant.
unit

Comment

[-90.0000,
90.0000]

1/1800

°

in decimal notation,
cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8 section 3.1

[-179.9999,
180.0000]

1/1800

°

in decimal notation,
cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8 section 3.1

Course over
Ground (COG)

[0.0, 359.9]

1/10

°

True Heading (TH)

[0, 359]

1

°

Speed Over Ground [0.0, 102.2]
(SOG)

1/10

knots

Speed Through
Water (STW)

[0.0, 102.2]

1/10

knots

Rate of Turn (ROT)

[-708, 708]

1

°/min

Under-keel
clearance (UKC)

[0.00, 500.00]

1/100

m

x

Revolutions per
Minute (RPM)

[-5000, 5000]

1

1/min

x

Pitch

[-100, 100]

1

%

Engine order
telegraph (EOT)

[-100, 100]

1

%

Actual Thruster

[-100, 100]

1

%

Actual Position Latitude (LAT)
and
Orientation
Longitude (LON)

Actual
Dynamics

Engine Data

Thruster Data

Rudder data

Auto-/Trackpilot

Commanded
Thruster

[-100, 100]

1

%

Actual Rudder

[-90.0, 90.0]

1/10

°

Commanded
Rudder

[-90.0, 90.0]

1/10

°

Status on, off

{0, 1}

Commanded
Course

[0, 359]

OS
only

cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8 section 3.1
cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8 section 3.1
cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8 section 3.1
x
Range cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8
section 3.1, accuracy differs from
/AIS/

For each propeller, up to 2

x
x
x

For each thruster, up to 4

x
x

For each rudder, up to 2

x
x

1

°

x

Table 9: Overview of simulation data to be tracked
In principle two different PDU types are applied to exchange information between each site
and the tracking application: For the transmission of simulation parameters from each site to
the tracking application the Data PDU will shall be provided. Vice versa, the Data Query PDU
will be used to enable an information transfer from tracking tool to all sites and thereby allowing
a kind of remote control function for data tracking. The structure of Data and Data Query PDU
is described in detail in the following sections.
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3.1.2.1 Data Query PDU
In EMSN the Data Query PDU shall be used to enable several tracking remote control
functions, e.g.:


to start/stop Data PDU issuance at all sites,



to change the set of parameters to be tracked and



to change the reporting frequency at all sites.

Receiving the Data Query PDU at a SHS triggers the local SHS to issue the requested Data
PDU and thus established the tracking process. It contains a previously specified time interval
at which every entity shall issue a Data PDU to the tracking site as well as the parameters that
should be reported. Each Parameter is associated with a unique Datum ID, either according
to /DIS-ENUM/ or defined freely, since not every information type is included in /DIS-ENUM/.
As suitable range for further Datum IDs numbers between 900000 and 999999 are chosen
since these IDs are not used in /DIS-ENUM/ so far.
The Data Query PDU shall also be used to stop a current tracking process by setting the time
interval to “0”. Therefore, every simulator site must adjust its transmitting behaviour if it
receives a new Data Query PDU. The proposed structure of the Data Query PDU is described
in Table 10.
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PDU Section

Subfields

Bits

Data type

PDU Header

See DIS

96

See DIS

Comment

Originating Entity ID

See DIS

48

See DIS

Site ID of the tracking tool

Receiving Entity ID

See DIS

48

See DIS

all own ship - entities within the exercise

Request ID

See DIS

32

See DIS

Time Interval

32

uint

e.g. “1” [sec], “0” to stop the tracking process

Number of Fixed Datum Records

32

uint

Shall be “30” as all parameters have a fixed length

Number of Variable Datum Records

32

uint

Shall be “0” as all parameters have a fixed length

Is Own Ship ID

32

uint

ID: 900010

Simulation time ID

32

uint

ID: 45040 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Latitude ID

32

uint

ID: 31300 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Longitude ID

32

uint

ID: 31400 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Course over Ground ID

32

uint

ID: 32100 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

True Heading ID

32

uint

ID: 900020

Speed Over Ground ID

32

uint

ID: 900030

Speed Through Water ID

32

unit

ID: 900040

Rate of Turn ID

32

uint

ID: 91600 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Under-keel clearance ID

32

uint

ID: 900050

Rotations per Minute (Engine 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900061

Rotations per Minute (Engine 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900062

Pitch (Engine 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900071

Pitch (Engine 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900072

Engine order telegraph (Engine 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900081

Engine order telegraph (Engine 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900082

Actual Thrust (Thruster 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900091

Actual Thrust (Thruster 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900092

Actual Thrust (Thruster 3) ID

32

uint

ID: 900093

Actual Thrust (Thruster 4) ID

32

uint

ID: 900094

Commanded Thrust (Thruster 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900101

Commanded Thrust (Thruster 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900102

Commanded Thrust (Thruster 3) ID

32

uint

ID: 900103

Commanded Thrust (Thruster 4) ID

32

uint

ID: 900104

Actual Rudder (Rudder 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900111

Actual Rudder (Rudder 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900112

Commanded Rudder (Rudder 1) ID

32

uint

ID: 900121

Commanded Rudder (Rudder 2) ID

32

uint

ID: 900122

Autopilot Status on, off ID

32

uint

ID: 200504 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Autopilot Comm. Course ID

32

uint

ID: 900130

Table 10: Proposed structure of Data Query PDU
3.1.2.2 Data PDU
If a simulation site has received a Data Query PDU it shall issue a Data PDU for each own
ship and traffic ship at the defined time intervals containing the parameters for the requested
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Datum IDs. Every transmitted parameter consists of two fields: The Datum ID and the related
value.
If a simulated vessel is equipped with multiple engines or thrusters a consistent numeration
has to be ensured. Furthermore, a uniquely allocation of signs to direction of thrust and rudder
deflection has to be found. Figure 6 therefore defines the numeration and allocation of signs
that shall be used within EMSN.
In case a requested parameter does not exist for a certain entity (i.e. if an entity represents a
traffic ship or single-engine vessel), the related value field in the Data PDU shall be left empty
(Padding).

Figure 6: Definition of numeration and signs
The detailed structure of the Data PDU is described in Table 11.

PDU Section

Subfields

Bits

Data type

PDU Header

See DIS

96

See DIS

Comment

Originating Entity ID

See DIS

48

See DIS

Receiving Entity ID

See DIS

48

See DIS

Request ID

32

uint

Padding

32

uint

Number of Fixed Datum Records

32

uint

Shall be “30”

Number of Variable Datum Records

32

uint

Shall be “0” as all parameters have a fixed length

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900010

Value

32

boolean

1: Entity is OS, 0: Entity is TS

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 45040 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Value

64

uint

in MiliSecSinceEpoc and UTC

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 31300 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Value

32

float

[-90.0000, 90.0000] °, World coordinates in
decimal notation (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap. 3.1)

Site ID of the tracking tool

Is Own Ship ID

Simulation time

Latitude
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Longitude

Course over Ground

True Heading

Speed Over Ground

Speed Through Water

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 31400 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Value

32

float

[-179.9999, 180.0000] °, World coordinates in
decimal notation (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap. 3.1)

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 32100 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Value

32

float

[0.0, 359.9] ° (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap. 3.1)

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900020

Value

32

float

[0.0, 359.0] ° (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap. 3.1)

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900030

Value

32

float

[0.0, 102.2] kn (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap. 3.1)

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900040

Value

32

float

[0.0, 102.2] kn (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap. 3.1)

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 91600 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Value

32

float

[-708.0, 708.0] °/min (cf. [/AIS/], Annex 8, Chap.
3.1)

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900050

Value

32

float

[0.00, 500.00] m

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900061

Value

32

int

[-5000, 5000] 1/min

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900062

Value

32

int

[-5000, 5000] 1/min

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900071

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900072

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900081

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900082

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900091

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900092

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900101

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900102

Value

32

int

[-100, 100] %

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900111

Value

32

float

[-90.0,90.0] °

Rate of Turn

Under-keel clearance

Rotations per Minute (Engine 1)

Rotations per Minute (Engine 2)

Pitch (Engine 1)

Pitch (Engine 2)

Engine order telegraph (Engine 1)

Engine order telegraph (Engine 2)

Actual Thrust (Thruster 1)

Actual Thrust (Thruster 2)
Thruster 3 and 4
Commanded Thrust (Thruster 1)

Commanded Thrust (Thruster 2)
Thruster 3 and 4
Actual Rudder (Rudder 1)
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Actual Rudder (Rudder 2)

Commanded Rudder (Rudder 1)

Commanded Rudder (Rudder 2)

Autopilot Status on, off

Autopilot Comm. Course

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900112

Value

32

float

[-90.0,90.0] °

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900121

Value

32

float

[-90.0,90.0] °

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900122

Value

32

float

[-90.0,90.0] °

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 200504 (cf. /DIS-ENUM/)

Value

32

boolean

1: AP on, 0: AP off

Datum ID

32

uint

ID: 900130

Value

32

uint

[0, 359] °

Table 11: Structure of Data PDU

3.1.3

Sites & Applications

In DIS exercises entities are distinguished by unique entity identifiers. These identifiers consist
of a consecutive entity number assigned by the SHS that owns the entity. In order to make the
entity identifier unique the entity number comes together with a site ID and an application ID.
Both IDs have to be agreed by all participants before a DIS exercise may start. Site IDs and
application IDs are defined as unsigned integers. In the EMSN context, each simulator site is
defined regarding organizational and geographical differentiators and given a unique site ID.
Within each simulator site there may be more than one simulation application. A simulation
application is according to [/DIS/], Chap. 3.1 a software application or process “that models all
or part of the representation of one or more simulation entities.” Chapter 4.2 further states: “In
a DIS exercise, simulation applications may represent one or more entities. The simulation
application shall issue PDUs for each of the entities that it simulates.” For an exact association
of PDU’s to the issuing application, each simulation application at a defined simulator site shall
be given a unique application ID within that site. Table 12 specifies the site IDs and application
IDs as applicable for EMSN. Those sites marked blacked are already connected to the EMSN
while those marked green are in the network integration process at the date of issuance of this
document. The allocation process as well as the SiteID list are maintained by CML.
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Simulator site

Site Name

Site ID

Application
ID

Subnet addresses

Status

RDE Bremen

RDE_Bremen

1

1

10.84.101.0/24

Connected

Swedish Maritime
Administration

SMA_Gothenburg

2

1

10.84.102.0/24

Connected

Chalmers University

Chalmers_Gothenburg

3

1

10.84.103.0/24

Connected

Fraunhofer CML (RDE)

Fraunhofer_Hamburg

4

1

10.84.104.0/24

Connected

Chalmers University

Chalmers_Kongsberg

5

1

10.84.105.0/24

Connected

AIDA Cruises

CSMART_Rostock

6

1

10.84.106.0/24

Connected

Aboa Mare

AboaMare_Turku

7

1

10.84.107.0/24

Connected

Centro Jovellanos

CentroJovellanos_Gijon

8

1

10.84.108.0/24

Connected

Willem Barentsz

WB_ Terschelling

9

1

10.84.109.0/24

Venice Maritime School
(VeMarS)

VeMarS_Venice

10

1

10.84.110.0/24

Connected

UPC Barcelona

UPC_Barcelona

11

1

10.84.111.0/24

Connected

SSPA

SSPA_Gothenburg

12

1

10.84.112.0/24

Connected

Rörvik

Rvik

13

1

10.84.113.0/24

Connected

Fraunhofer CML
(Transas)

CML transas

14

1

10.84.114.0/24

Connected

Flensburg University of
Applied Sciences

FUAS

15

1

10.84.115.0/24

Connected

Southampton University

WMA

16

1

10.84.116.0/24

Connected

HS Emden-Leer

HS_Emden_Leer

17

1

10.84.117.0/24

InterConsult Bulgaria
(ICB)

ICB

18

1

10.84.118.0/24

of Technology (Transas)

of Technology
(Kongsberg)

Connected

Kongsberg Horten

KM_Horten

19

1

10.84.119.0/24

In progress

Transas Gothenburg

Transas_Gothenburg
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1

10.84.120.0/24

Connected

Table 12: Site & application IDs and Subnet addresses (State: 2017/02/08)

3.1.4 DIS Entities
The EMSN does not support a common synchronized entity model database. Each SHS site
uses its own models to visualize external entities received from the DIS exercise. A simplified
but sufficiently realistic impression can be achieved if there is an agreement about a set of
entity models that shall be used for visualization all over the EMSN. This document defines a
limited set of entity types that represent the most important ship types concerning operation
purpose and size. This EMSN specific set of entity types amends the generic definition of noncombatant surface platforms as laid out in [/DIS-ENUM/], chapter 4.3.56.1.1

1

/DIS-ENUM/ has been revised („SISO-REF-010-2015, Version 21“) during the project with effect on the definition
of non-combatant surface platforms (surface category 61). It should be agreed to stick to the current definition of
entity types for the rest of the project, bearing in mind that these are not in line with DIS-ENUM any more.
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3.1.4.1 Ship objects
An overview of DIS entities is given in Table 13 below. The list contains a more general
breakdown of possible ship classes than the list of suggested ships for the EMSN contains. In
order to enable an easy mapping, the visual ship models and their corresponding DIS entity
types, that should be available in each centre at least, are marked in the last column. Each
SHS implementation has to map the following generic list of DIS entities to its specifically
available ship models in two ways: While creating a new object in the local SHS instance, the
appropriate entity type has to be transmitted via the DIS network, and while receiving a certain
entity type, the most applicable local model representation should be created as a remotecontrolled object. It is not expected that yaw, pitch and roll of received entities will be applied
to the entity visualization in local SHSs. This could lead to unexpected results in the
visualization because there is no common 3D-wave simulation. Instead of that each SHS may
handle the orientation of external entities in such a way that a satisfying visualization can be
accomplished.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Extra

Specific

Subcategory

Category

Country

Domain

Entity Kind

Note: Current entity allocation in EMSN differs from SISO-REF-010-2011.

1
2
3
1
1
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2

Required
visual
models in
STM
Validation

Description

Platform
Surface
Other (no special country)
Non Combatant Ship
Generic Ship Container Class
Generic Ship Container Class large (> 10.000 TEU)
Generic Ship Container Class medium (3.000 - 10.000 TEU)
Generic Ship Container Class small (< 3.000 TEU, Feeder)
Generic Ship Tanker Class
Generic Ship Tanker Class large (> 200.000 dwt: VLCC, ULCC)
Generic Ship Tanker Class large, loaded condition
Generic Ship Tanker Class large, ballast condition
Generic Ship Tanker Class medium (80.000 - 200.000 dwt)
Generic Ship Tanker Class small (10.000 - 80.000 dwt)
Generic Ship Coastal Tanker Class (< 10.000 dwt)
Generic Ship Commercial Large (> 30 m)
Generic General Cargo Vessel large (> 10.000 dwt)
Generic General Cargo Vessel small (< 10.000 dwt)
Generic Bulk Carrier large (> 80.000 dwt)
Generic Bulk Carrier medium (40.000 - 80.000 dwt)
Generic Bulk Carrier small (10.000 - 40.000 dwt)
Generic Mini-Bulk Carrier (< 10.000 dwt)
Generic RoRo Vessel large (> 150 m)
Generic RoRo Vessel medium (< 150 m)
Generic RoPax Vessel large (> 100 m)
Generic RoPax Vessel medium (< 100 m)
Generic High Speed Craft Ferry
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X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
87
87

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
11
11
11
12
12
12
14
10
10

12
13
14
15
16
17

Generic Cruise Ship large (> 250 m)
Generic Cruise Ship medium (< 250 m)
Generic Fishing Vessel
Generic Harbour Tug
Generic Platform Supply Vessel
Generic Training Ship
Generic Boat Commercial Medium (10 m - 29 m)
Generic Fishing Boat
Generic Pilot Boat
Generic Boat Private medium (< 10 m)
Generic Boat Private medium Motor Yacht
Generic Boat Private medium Sailing Yacht
Generic Boat Private large (> 10 m)
Generic Boat Private large Motor Yacht
Generic Boat Private large Sailing Yacht
Ice Breaker (Not included in /DIS-ENUM/)
Generic Refugee Raft
Refugee Raft, 10m

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1

X

X
X

X

X
X

Table 13: List of DIS Entities
3.1.4.2 Non-ship objects (Extension for STM-V)
To enable proper testing of SAR exercises, the exchange of the following instructor controlled
non-ship objects via Entity State PDU is required. Furthermore, for each object a visual model

Entity Kind

Domain

Country

Category

Subcategory

Specific

Extra

must be available.

1

2

0

85

0

0

0

Civilian Fixed Wing Aircraft, Small (up to
12,500 lbs / 5,670 kg)

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.56.2

1

2

0

90

0

0

0

Civilian Helicopter, Small (up to 7,000 lbs /
3,175 kg)

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.56.2

1

2

0

91

0

0

0

Civilian Helicopter, Medium (up to 20,000
lbs / 9,072 kg)

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.56.2

3

3

0

2

0

0

0

Occupied Life raft

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.108.4,
Note: Entity is deprecated

4

2

0

1

0

0

255 Smoke, yellow

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.109.2

4

3

0

4

0

0

255 Debris (representing Floating Container)

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.109.3

3

3

0

1

0

0

0

Entity description

Reference, Comment

Swimmer

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.108.4,
Note: Entity is deprecated
Life Form Posture: “7: Swimming”
cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 16.11.3.13

3

4

0

4

0

0

0

Whale

cf. [/DIS-ENUM/], Chap. 5.13.108.5,
Note: Entity is deprecated

Table 14: Overview of objects needed for SAR exercises
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3.2 STM equipment interface
Cit. IEC 61121-1, page 10, chapter 1 Scope
“IEC 61162 contains the requirements for data communication between maritime electronic
instruments, navigation and radio communication equipment when interconnected via an
appropriate system. This part of IEC 61162 is intended to support one-way serial data
transmission from a single talker to one or more listeners. This data is in printable ASCII form
and may include information such as position, speed, depth, frequency allocation, etc. Typical
messages may be from about 11 to a maximum of 79 characters in length and generally require
transmission no more rapidly than one message per second.”

3.2.1 Navigational output interface
In the context of the STM Validation project, a certain subset of NMEA 0183/IEC 61162
sentence must be provided by the simulators per simulated bridge to allow the new equipment
to get the latest data from the simulations. These messages must be provided either via RS232
or RS422 serial interfaces.
The following sentences are required (cf. IEC61162-1 chapter 8.3):


GGA

Global positioning system (GPS) fix data



VTG

Course over ground and ground speed



VHW

Water speed and heading



ZDA

Time and date

Furthermore, the following shall be provided, if possible:


ROT

Rate of turn



RSA

Rudder sensor angle



RPM

Revolutions



DBT

Depth below transducer



MWV

Wind speed and angle

3.2.2 AIS input and output interface
Furthermore, AIS messages must be provided from the simulators per simulated bridge to the
new equipment as well as the new equipment must be capable to generate or change AIS
message content within the simulator. Again, these messages must be provided either via one
RS232 or one RS422 serial interfaces (only one port for input and output) according to IEC
61162 sentences for ITU-R M.1371 encoded messages. At least, the following messages must
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be provided from the simulator to the new STM equipment (cf. IEC 61162-1 chap. 8.3; [/AIS/],
Annex 8):


VDM

AIS VHF data-link message with the following contents

-

AIS Message 1,2,3:

Position reports

-

AIS Message 5:

Static and Voyage related data

-

AIS Message 6:

Addressed Binary Message, including at least DAC/FI
0/0: Text using 6-bit ASCII (cf. [/AIS/], table 25)
0/28: Route Information (cf. [/SN/], table 13.2)
1/256: AIS Route Message (see Annex 4.1)

-

AIS Message 8:

Binary broadcast message, including at least DAC/FI
0/0: Text using 6-bit ASCII (cf. [/AIS/], table 26)
0/27: Route Information (cf. SN.1/Circ.289 table 13.1)



-

AIS Message 12:

Safety related addressed message

-

AIS Message 14:

Safety related broadcast message

VDO

AIS VHF data-link own-vessel report with the following contents

-

AIS Message 1,2,3:

Position reports

-

AIS Message 5:

Static and Voyage related data

Furthermore, the simulator must be capable to take and process inputs from the new
equipment per simulated bridge, so that the simulation management is then distributing correct
AIS messages for that bridge within the local simulator as well as over DIS (for the distribution
via DIS, see also section 3.1.1.7). At least the following input messages must be supported
(cf. IEC 61162-1 chapter 8.3 and [/AIS/], Annex 8):


VSD
-



ABM
-

Voyage Static Data with the following contents
AIS Message 5:

Static and Voyage related data

AIS addressed binary and safety related message with the following contents
AIS Message 6:

Addressed Binary Message, including at least DAC/FI
0/0: Text using 6-bit ASCII (cf. [/AIS/], table 25)
0/28: Route Information (cf. [/SN/], table 13.2)
1/256: AIS Route Message (see Annex 4.1)



BBM
-

AIS Message 12:

Safety related addressed message

AIS broadcast binary message with the following contents
AIS Message 8:

Binary broadcast message, including at least DAC/FI
0/0: Text using 6-bit ASCII (cf. [/AIS/], table 26)
0/27: Route Information (cf. [/SN/], table 13.1)

-

AIS Message 14:

Safety related broadcast message
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4 Annex
4.1 AIS Route Message
The first and last waypoints are fully qualified, while intermediate waypoints are defined as the
difference from the previous waypoint in the route. This way of defining intermediate waypoints
saves bits but limits the maximum length of those legs. In cases where representable length is
insufficient, the total route segment reported in a message is cut short and the “intermediate”
waypoint becomes the last waypoint in the message

Parameter

Bits

Description

Comment

Message ID

6

Identifier for Message 8; always 8

Repeat indicator

2

Used by the repeater to indicate how many times a message has
been repeated.

Source ID

30

MMSI number of source station

Spare

2

Not used. Should be set to zero. Reserved for future use

DAC

10

26510 = 01000010012

FI

6

110 = 0000012

If no monitored route is available the message ends here
First waypoint type

1

0 = First waypoint (below) is FROM waypoint
1 = Navigating towards first waypoint (start of route)

First waypoint
longitude

28

First waypoint latitude

27

Longitude in 1/10 000 min (±180°, East = positive (as per 2’s
complement), West = negative (as per 2’s complement).

Standard AIS format

181° = (6791AC0h) = not available = default)
Latitude in 1/10 000 min (±90°, North = positive (as per 2’s
complement), South = negative (as per 2’s complement).

Standard AIS format

91° (3412140h) = not available = default)
Intermediate legs

(64)

Repeats 0 … 6 times depending on total number of legs

Leg geometry

1

0 = Loxodrome (Rhumb line)

Planned speed

10

Planned speed over ground in 1/10 knot steps (0-102.2 knots)

1 = Orthodrome (Great circle)
Standard AIS format

1 023 = not available, 1 022 = 102.2 knots or higher
Turn radius

9

Turn radius in 1/100 NM. 0 = not available

Max 5.11 NM

Longitude delta

22

Longitude difference from previous waypoint in 1/10 000 min. East
= positive, West = negative (as per 2’s complement).

Max ±209.7151’

Latitude delta

22

Latitude difference from previous waypoint in 1/10 000 min. East =
positive, West = negative (as per 2’s complement).

Max ±209.7151’

Final reported leg

(66)

Leg geometry

1

0 = Loxodrome (Rhumb line)
1 = Orthodrome (Great circle)

Planned speed

10

Planned speed over ground in 1/10 knot steps (0-102.2 knots)

Standard AIS format

1 023 = not available, 1 022 = 102.2 knots or higher
Last waypoint
longitude

28

Longitude in 1/10 000 min (±180°, East = positive (as per 2’s
complement), West = negative (as per 2’s complement).

Standard AIS format

181° = (6791AC0h) = not available = default)
Last waypoint latitude

27

Latitude in 1/10 000 min (±90°, North = positive (as per 2’s
complement), South = negative (as per 2’s complement).
91° (3412140h) = not available = default)
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Standard AIS format

Parameter

Bits

Description

Steering mode

2

0 = Manual (default)

Comment

1 = Heading control
2 = Track control
3 = Reserved for future use
Spare

4

Padding to bring total message length to a byte boundary.
Always 0

Table 15: AIS Route Message (draft)
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Required for AIS

-

39 partners from 13 countries
containerising maritime information
Demonstrating the function and business value of the Sea Traffic
Management concept and its services.
Seaing is believing!
SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY

Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ SSPA ◦ Viktoria Swedish ICT ◦ Transas ◦ Chalmers
University of Technology ◦ The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute ◦ Danish
Maritime Authority ◦ Navicon ◦ Novia University of Applied Sciences ◦ Fraunhofer ◦ Jeppesen
◦ Carnival Corp. ◦ Italian Ministry of Transport ◦ SASEMAR ◦ Valencia Port Authority ◦
Valencia Port Foundation ◦ CIMNE ◦ University of Catalonia ◦ Norwegian Coastal
Administration ◦ GS1 ◦ Cyprys University of Technology ◦ Port of Barcelona ◦ Costa Crociere
◦ Svitzer ◦ OFFIS ◦ Finnish Transport Agency ◦ Southampton Solent University ◦ Frequentis ◦
SAM Electronics ◦ University of Flensburg ◦ Signalis ◦ Maritiem Instituut Willem Barentsz ◦
SAAB TransponderTech AB ◦ University of Oldenburg ◦ Magellan ◦ Furuno Finland ◦ Rörvik ◦
University of Southampton ◦ HiQ

www.stmvalidation.eu
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